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Abstract 
Context-awareness is becoming an essential feature of services in smart environments in which various computing and 
sensing devices and position technologies are involved. Location, the most essential part of contextual information, is useful 
in many applications for determining position, navigation, routing, and tracking. There can be focus on particular 
application-specific services, e.g., user navigation for visualizing locations on maps and data providing information relevant 
ion. It is difficult for existing approaches to offer services as  they are not initially designed as 
d to be adapted accordingly. We have designed an architecture 
that supports automatic adaptation by triggering and discovery services for applications for timely need of user. We will try 
to give general service quality architecture with XML and XSD(schema) language for describing general services for 
applications. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper provides an overview of the problems faced in location specific context environments/ 
frameworks and outlines the various approaches which are being followed up to now in different perspectives. 
By using a variety of technologies to track the current contexts, such as location and activity of users (for 
example, whether walking or driving and whether in the office or home), future networks should be able to 
manage intelligently both the content and delivery of information. Any pervasive system should have three 
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 - tagging 
 executing a service for a user [1]. The paper will 
try to make a model to fit some context needs, user preferences and  will cater to all location based services. It 
will have self adaptation module to adjust according to situation. The invoking of static and dynamic agents 
should be governed by some protocols according to changing locations of context aware devices as well as 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses different types of contexts, 
their definitions by different researchers and some of brainstorming discussions by existing researchers about 
different types of frameworks and middle-wares supporting mobile application to tune with contexts. Section 3 
describes about different queries and requests by user in context co-ordination management. Section 4 provides 
an interception approach in schemas where context info is modeled using XML on principle of location aided 
services and then automatic adaptive framework service oriented framework is proposed. 
2. Existing context frameworks with Context definitions 
Context information may be divided as per information like the primary context information, covers spatial 
information (identity, time and location) used to index and identify entities. The secondary context information 
covers aspects of entity, like current state, its activity etc. Typical location-based services can be about traffic, 
advertising, safety related activities, games and diverse applications so that in jams, information is delivered 
about the fastest route between two positions at the moment. It can be about subscriber getting sales information 
(e.g. discounts) with his shopping preferences, mixed options for numerous tourist services and guided tours, 
accommodation information for visitors. Coordinating the info services with heterogeneous devices of users 
issue was resolved by an agent-based service where middle agent took account of the user location in cognitive 
way (based on location-ontology) and determined best-matched services for the user in a multi-agent 
architecture. Consorts[2], has navigation systems based on GPS sensors i.e. information assistance services in a 
museum. Some other examples are the NaviCam and active badge systems and Locust swarm [3]. Agent 
technology helps in retrieving information as it has one context reasoning agent and another lightweight 
intelligent mobile agent. DTG[4], an agent  application, selects attractions, plans an individual tour, provides 
navigational guidance and offers location based interpretation as mobile agents can automatically recognize 
various kinds of data and events through user contexts. We are in process of designing application framework of 
automatic adaptation of service then how service and what type of service is selected on handheld device, is very 
important?. Next, selection of application will be called best when it is most desirable by user automatically. The 
size of the user interface in devices is very limited and so navigation is usually awkward, so that automated 
selection of applications is must for easy usage[3]. Based on context-awareness, required applications can be 
identified as per activity of user in particular location i.e. If walking to the bus station - Bus schedule is invoked; 
If moving  in a shop- Shopping list is displayed on terminals at helpdesk; If  user is going near to telephone 
terminal - telephone instruments speaks. Tourists can get guidance through navigation software, like Microsoft 
Map-point or Navigon[5]. The DTG[4] determined the actual walking speed of the tourist taking conditions of 
the sidewalks and streets as introductory information via a headset as input. Organizing personal information, 
like a tree based on geographical containment, such as that in user room floor building hierarchy helps to 
manage context aware services[6] without the need for any database servers by multiple computers. Adaptive 
Map services for tourists have the potential to represent large amounts of information about the area of interest 
within a single picture or showing as cartoon image i.e. special information about a region on several aspects 
(e.g. social, economic, historic, environmental, or other aspects). In making any type of mobile application 
enabled via mobile device, Laptop, PDA, we need to make a architecture which will guide whole process of 
working. Context computing aims at designing applications that automatically adapt their behaviors to the 
available location information and the available nearby sensors and devices. Context representation and 
manipulation are important issues to establish formal context models in different locations. Topographical 
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models[7] model the spatial entities as geometric shapes within a coordinate system and relations are implicitly 
defined by their location. Topological models described the relations between spatial objects explicitly without 
localizing them in a coordinate system. Hybrid models combined the localization of the spatial entities within a 
coordinate system with the explicit modeling of their relations. Bruno[8] abstracted context information like 
locations of users, presence information, user preferences via context gathering layer etc. and service enabling 
platform made development, deployment and management of complex services. The persistence layer contained 
all static information context information about users, devices and positioned RFID tags used by sensor.  
3. Parameters related to Query processing  in Context Co-ordination Management   
There are a number of issues which are needed to be resolved while making an application highlighting 
essential technicalities so as to aid application development in context ubiquitous environment. There are three 
categories of queries put by user like Immediate where query is evaluated immediately after the query issuance 
and the answer is transmitted to the user; Regular - evaluated at every time instant in order to ensure the 
correctness and validity of the query answer; Persistent- evaluated at every time instant as well, taking history of 
query evaluations. Query can be asked by user(pull) or you can get notifications as per location 
automatically(push). According to the mobility of query(client) and the objects queried by the clients, such 
queries can be further classified into three categories:- a) Mobile clients  querying static objects (e.g. tourist 
services, m-commerce) b) Static clients querying mobile objects (e.g. fleet management, traffic control and 
management) c) Mobile clients querying mobile objects (e.g. tourist services, digital battlefield, mobile 
games[9]. Some papers in same direction are given as follows. 
3.1. User Profiles in Context-Query processing for the Semantic web 
User profile helps a lot in query processing to represent and augment necessary and efficient content  so as 
to realize the semantic web[9] by capturing and using the semantics of a query. A query sent by user to a search 
engine using keywords and syntactical operations is treated like a black box. As there is a lack of intelligence in 
web-search systems, still contextual retrieval can combine search technologies, contextual knowledge and 
increase the relevance of results on the current and semantic web using ontologies. Relevant results 
satisfaction[10] was explained by adapting M-services to the logical location of users (e.g. a request can lead to 
different executions for users belonging to different groups/applications). It gave important issues like type of 
devices exploited to access a service, the physical location of the user, its personal preferences, or the 
preferences of a group to which the user belongs and emphasis was given for both physical location and logical 
locations g 
middleware. An agent, moves across the building, enters and leaves different rooms (i.e., local service context). 
The increasing range of information also enabled context aware informational services as well as linking digital 
objects to physical objects[11], helped mobile users to get relevant information about real-world objects. There 
are also some recommender agents in context query processing, which assists users on move, in different 
contexts such as weather, route conditions, time and location e.g. A PDA with help of agent, determined the 
current position of the user through two agents, one takes user's preferences for selecting restaurants by the 
built-in sensor capabilities[12]. The other running on a server, maintains a restaurant directory, makes a new 
hotel entry with appropriate information as it searches restaurants given preference constraints using JADE[12]. 
So acquiring user requirements, making user contexts, searching suitable information and resolving constraint 
violations, triggering M-services, predicting movement of users and tracking their interests are main issues of 
ubiquitous domain entities such as users and services. There are various matching techniques like pattern 
matching, ranking by semantic matching, context aware interpretation of the environment and tracking and 
adaptation that can be possible using semantic web ontology language(OWL-DL).The Distributed processing 
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system[13] presented the general solution for the processing of location-dependent queries in scenarios where 
not only the users issues queries, but also other interesting objects can move with efficient processing of these 
queries in a continuous way. Here mobile agents tracked location of interesting moving objects and refreshed 
the answers to a query efficiently. Thus, two related tasks: 1) to keep the network of agents ready to obtain an 
answer according to the current location of the reference objects; 2) to update the answer to the query 
automatically. Here with the reference object movement, its associated tracker agent rearranged its network of 
updater agents and update their standard queries. 
4. Proposed Framework Automatic Adptation Trigger -  interception approach for web applications  
We in this paper, will make Automatic Adaptive services available in any changing environment like 
Locator service, will help mobiles to adapt to dynamically changing personal, social, environmental and 
physiological states. Now how to represent content on mobile is also a topic of discussion as lots of standards 
have evolved to represent content and from compatibility point of view on display monitors. The Web 
Ontology language(OWL) is designed for use by applications that need to process the content of information 
instead of just presenting information to humans. OWL facilitates greater machine interpretability of web 
content than that supported by XML, RDF, and RDF Schema (RDF-S) by providing additional vocabulary 
along with a formal semantics. The XML format represents an entity in a relationship very well, as it had been 
used for sending raw data to a client application e.g. museum web presence[14] linked web-present devices or 
things (printers, computers, paintings, etc.) which were located inside the museum where dynamic generation 
technologies  combined static HTML code with script commands (processed on the server side) and generated 
dynamic HTML service oriented architecture so as to make inter-operable web services, be integrated into 
business process. We call our framework, AAT(Automatic Adaptive Trigger),shown in Fig. 1(b), based on 
number of modules. Here client requests are generated through handsets, then client requests are invoked 
through Context Data-store, service responses are taken from data handling module and some functionality is 
executed between service provisioning layers with context modeling agents. All work is done in modules 
namely Client, Context Data-store, Data handler (through evaluation Module) and Service provisioner. In 
simple terms, Client sends request to service provider (Context Data-store here), s of 
, preferences etc. The request after being seen through Context Data-store passes through 
hardware devices (Location sensors, RFID Reader, WiFi Management system) installed in that context. The 
same request is also accessed by evaluation module logic utility to decide if client is changing location or 
having some movement and accordingly it is transferred to data handling module where it goes through several 
processings in Task manager module. Here checking is done against some knowledge base or customized 
databases. Service provisioner stores client requested data in Context Data-store and keeps tracking through 
trigger Manager which is in two way touch with Context Data-store as well as Task generator utility agent 
(two-way) which regularly checks for waiting tasks to be done. Each of task in task generator utility list has a 
common structure of task id, task name, task completion time, task pre- s 
list, user preference agent associated with Task g
this agent works in coordination with sema s contextual 
information. Data handling layer communicates with service provisioning layer so as to provide desired 
services to mobile user as per protocol of AAT.          
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Fig. 1. (a) ; (b) AAT Architecture  
 
           Let us create a personal profile(fig. 1(a)) of mobile user, which will be accessed and matched while 
providing best matched context service at that location according to preferences. It will be useful while being 
. If we talk of separate 
functionality of all modules, then First layer, Client requester consists of a client application and hardware cum 
software computing devices. Client applications are dynamic subject to adaptive behaviour. Service handling is 
taken care by Service provisioner, generating a general service response and not particular context. Relevant 
service customization knowledge will look after discovery, composition and execution works where Context 
data-store service will look after aggregation of information and last but not least, Data handling will see 
analysis, process and filter irrelevant data, data transformation according to time, identity, activity and location.  
 
1.  If Advice,Type =Buy & Advice. Price >  Client.Budget  Then Advice. Valid=False    
2.  If Advice . Type - SellerA Advice. Stock  &  Client.Portfolio.Stocks Then Advice. Valid = False 
3  If Advice. Confidence < Client . RiskPreference      Then Advice. Valid = False 
Fig. 1. (c) Customization knowledge 
 
 As such client response from service handling will be regulated by business process like customization 
knowledge, shown in Figure 1(c). User profile in Fig. 1(a), helps delivering a user experience tailored to its 
needs and preferences. It requires knowledge about user interests and service preferences. The proposed 
framework may give valuable information in college campus to different types of entities i.e. students in 
academic block, students in playground, faculties in block, different notifications or alerts based on matching 
phones linking it as (very important, unimportant or unknown call) using fuzzy membership function, as shown 
in Fig 1(d). We could link 
poor). We know that the signal strength is inversely proportional to distance of user from the receiver so 
accordingly, students get low signals in academic block for studying as uninterrupted as his cell number is 











<preference:Preferred Movie halls> 
<preference: Movie type>Comic </Preference: Movie type > 
<preference:Tic-range>Economy</Preference: Tic-range > 
<preference:NameofActors>Aamir</Preference: 
NameofActors > 
<preference: timing >Evening  </Preference:Timing> 







</device:HardwarePlatform> </device :device> 
</profile> 
 














Fig. 1. (d)  Fuzzy membership function & graph showing signal strength with distance 
 
  The schema in Fig. 1(a) is a simplified representation of adopted user profile consisting of user, 
device, and preference components. The user component defines data elements (identity information and 
contact information). The device component describes parameters like bile device, enables 
substructures describing hardware, software, browser and WAP characteristics of the device. The preference 
transportation modes, attractions). For example, if user profile in the XML sheet wants to be informed about 
the presence of a Hindi comic movie only in the evening and only when the cinema is no more than 1000 
meters away from his current location, will that not be very exciting idea? Context knowledge can be used 
smartly and securely, to access the resources or services in a dynamic and heterogeneous domain where 
adaptability directed environment gadgets to have the right access to information, resources and services 
conveniently at time of need[15]. Talking of high level context-based adaptability, i.e. what services to offer to 
the user, as well as when and how to present them, are  important issues because resources change dynamically 
with respect to spatial and temporal changes So taking an example of Home server 
System where context-centric access control middleware, UbiCOSM, dynamically determined the contexts of 
mobile users and effectively accounted different types of metadata: user profiles and system/user-level 
authorization policies[16]. We are representing a user profile in a XML Schema based on the set of common 
rules to specify profiles like data components in data description method (DDM) of 3GPP generic user 
profile[10]. The XML schema of messages[16], which are exchanged between the service requester and the 
service provider, are illustrated in Fig 1(e) and 1(f). The request message contained the request message 
without including any contextual information. The response message contained both general advice and 
customization knowledge tags. WSDL descriptions of the web service are developed using schemas. Different 
service providers offered context-aware services with customization knowledge in a well-defined format 
supported by customization engine[1]. The context sources (business services associated with web services) 
can be invoked through context plug-ins. Information was modeled in XML with context types, included as 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) extensions in the message's header[17] where  extensions include 
context blocks, have unique context identifier and the context value. The context manipulation is automatically 
performed through context plug-ins in the framework or available remotely as context web services. 
1         if  0  x  a  
    
1  -    if  a < x  b  
 
 u(x) =        1 -        if  b < x  c  
                              1 -    if  c < x  d          
0      if x>d 
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      Fig. 1. (e)  The request message schema ;(f) The response message schema 
 
 The handlers intercept SOAP messages and modify context extensions accordingly.RDF provided 
framework[18] for describing and exchanging metadata on the web. It allows descriptions of web resources to 
be made public through uniform resource identifier. With defined semantics, services can develop processing 
mechanism to exchange information between applications. The RDF describes resources through a collection of 
properties, called RDF description, each of them consists of property type and value. Take a scenario for the 
provision of a mobile services to users in conference hall where hall has a web application in order to provide 
its participants with an overview of the scheduled events/talks and means to book a seat. The application 
integrated three web services; a greeting service that is used to display a welcome message, a show event 
service that displays to the user the available events/tickets and details for each one of them[19]. Now question 
, 
the device and device independence can  be achieved[20]. User profiles represent structured knowledge used 
by a system to provide relevant information set to the user and users have to adapt their functionality to a 
constantly changing user location and preferences. The adaptation is based on a content ontology that contains 
concepts for describing user personal information, device characteristics, presence information and location-
based subscription preferences[21]. Looking upon all factors like application selection, user profile, hosting 
application on device, W
movement  then autoimmunization is easily possible like taking concept example that if a mobile user may 
wishes e-mail to be delivered automatically at the earliest possible opportunity, removing the need to return 
periodically to the personal desk-top to check for new mail. As the user moves, a context-aware e-mail delivery 
application needs to know the identity of equipment near the user and its suitability for delivering e-mail. Once 
an unused and suitable item of equipment is nearby, the user can be alerted and the e-mail delivered. Another 
example is that of a user attempting to contact a colleague where suitable context-aware application determines 
that the colleague is in a meeting, extending the fact that other users are present in the same room. The contact 
attempt may therefore be postponed until the colleague is alone.   








seMessage"    elementFormDefault="qualified 
<Xsd:element name="ResponseMessageDocument  
type= ns:ResponseMessage"/> 
<Xsd:complexType name="ResponseMessage 














<Xsd:elemenl name="RequestMessage" type= 
sd:string" fixed="daily financial advice"/> 
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4.1. E   
Here are some examples of using OWL s
books and some students are standing on door of his office cabin. Now how some queries of students can be 
hosted on  laptop as small XML code for same is given in Fig. 1(g) as camera fitted above door captures 
 user behavior with an 
scenario. The scenario is as follows: Neeraj has a plan to go back his home at 9:00 PM, take a refreshing bath, 
and then watch a recorded IPL match(4-7 P.M), which he wants to see after a bath.  
 
 
Fig. 1. (g)  
 
When Neeraj arrives in his house, an RFID sensor and camera  
basic context information (such as name and ID number) to the smart home server. If the conditions, such as 
user location, situation, and current time, are satisfied with contexts described in the workflow service scenario, 
then the server will switch on A
due)for next day will be flashed in his MID. When he sits on the sofa in the living room after his bath, message 
flashed that food is ready to be eaten from microwave heater (started operating after getting context 
information from smart home server)[22]. 
as context reasoning, as owMe as it 
contained  modules like  preference, mood module and Recommendation module. Kofod- Petersen and Aamodt 
[23] incorporated context information as case-based reasoning (CBR) for user situation assessment in a 
context-aware mobile system. Kumar et al. [24] also proposed a context enabled Multi-CBR approach i.e., user 
context CBR and product context CBR, for aiding the recommendation engine in retrieving appropriate 
information for e-commerce applications and also the capability of recognizing the use
preferences. se as IDE and 
programming in J2ME and JSON. An graphical user interface, accessible from both laptop or mobile will ask 
users to register, fill his preferences, store in database and using data handling and service provisioning 
modules, gives context aware services to him. 
5. Conclusion  
As location is a strategic asset of any wireless carriers and providing information enables the user to 
experience value-added services and the mobile network operator to get more clients. We presented different 
cases that supported understanding context awareness. We believe that context-aware system, if developed, 




<Adaptability  rdf:ID="Front_Door_Video_Camera_Adaptability_1"> 
<deliverMessage rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 







-   
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acquisition and interpretation approach. We analyzed some context awareness approaches in literature. If we 
talk of adaptivity in heterogeneous environments, this may cover different mobile devices, different operating 
systems in mobile phones, carrying display screens(size, resolution), different types of wireless devices (laptop, 
PDA, tablet, mobile) then there is a strong need of triggering module as in our proposed framework that will 
look for different needs of mobile users, different networks providers(Reliance, others, Airtel) and their smart 
services capabilities according to schemes taken by owner of handsets in  different networks(Bluetooth, Zigbee, 
WLAN, wired Ethernet computers, adhoc networks) dealing with different bandwidths and different packet 
losses. The difference in schemes, can force a change in sending mechanism of request and getting content as 
per fulfilment of user profile. ness services of the 
users defined context profiles will be offered in reality. We believe that such issues need to be further explored 
as an important step in the direction towards applying any context-awareness 
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